April 6, 2018 Meeting Minute

- Office of University Life
  - Updates from Zach Harrell regarding the Yoga series, Event Next week with promotional T-shirts
  - Promoted the Student Well Being Survey - Explaining Sections etc.
- Update from the Hrishikesh - VP - EGSC - Quality of Survey promotion and discussion
- Carbon Neutrality - Roosevelt Institute Committee - Vote - Promotion and Discussion
  - 11 votes in majority of the resolution for Carbon Neutrality on Columbia’s Campus by 2030
- Update from chairs
  - Vanshaj gave the Digital Media Chair Updates on the new website with the new URL and EGSC newsletter
  - Vishal updated on Process Consulting and the Panelist Session
  - Vera updated on the ‘hex and Co’ event and the kickball tournament
  - Shikhar updated on the Carleton Socials (5th April) and the End of Semester Social
  - Teresa updated on space reservation in Manhattanville, it will be a 17 - building campus on 125th St and Broadway and a residential complex on 133rd St and Broadway with 822 units and CBS will move there by 2022,
  - Teresa Updates - Smoking on Campus and UAH not being allowed, process in policy formalization, enforcing nonsmoking policy on campus and discussion about that, another policy about student professor romantic relationships, present ban on UG students and discussions to extend the ban on Grad students
- Update from Arvind - President - EGSC on the Budget Proposal and Event Proposal to be continued on during next week’s meeting